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COOPERATIVE WIRELESS LUMINESCENT
IMAGERY
RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0009] FIG. 2 illustrates a functional vieW of the visual
iZation feature of present invention for Wireless mobile
phones, in accordance With one embodiment;

[0010]

FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a functional

[0001] The present application is a continuation-in-part
application of copending US. patent application Ser. No.
09/908,118, ?led Jul. 17, 2001, entitled “LUMINESCENT

vieW of one embodiment of a communication server incor

SIGNALING DISPLAYS UTILIZING A WIRELESS

niZations suitable for use to store various visualiZation

porating the teachings of the present invention;
[0011]

FIGS. 4A-4C illustrate various example data orga

MOBILE COMMUNICATION DEVICE”, and claims pri
ority to US. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/306,326,
?led Jul. 17, 2001, entitled “Personalizing Electronic
Devices and Smart Covering”. The speci?cations of these

invention, in accordance With one embodiment;

applications are herein fully incorporated by reference.

one embodiment of the present invention;

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002]

1. Field of the Invention

[0003] The present invention relates to the ?eld of Wireless
mobile communications. More speci?cally, the present
invention relates to cooperative display of luminescent pat
terns to further improve the communication and entertain
ment aspects of Wireless mobile communication devices.

[0004] 2. Background Information
[0005] Advances in integrated circuit and telecommuni
cation technology have led to Wide spread adoption of
Wireless mobile client devices, in particular, Wireless mobile
phones. Wireless mobile phones are popular, partly because
they offer the advantage of enabling their users to be

communicatively reachable by their business associates,
friends and family members, Wherever the users may be, as
long as they are Within the reach of the service netWorks.
Aside from convenience, Wireless mobile phones are also
popular due to their relatively affordable price as the cost for

oWning and using a Wireless mobile phone today is Well
Within the ability of many non-professionals. In fact, ever
since their initial introductions, the cost for oWning and
using Wireless mobile phones has steadily declined. As the
cost of oWnership has continued to decrease, successive
generations of Wireless mobile phones, as Well as Wireless
client devices in general, have also included more functions
and increased performance in a smaller package.

con?guration related information for practicing the present
[0012]

FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary operational How of

[0013] FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary operational ?oW
performed by visualiZation controller 212 and visualiZation
agent 204 of Wireless mobile phone 200 to display one or
more luminescent patterns, in accordance With one embodi

ment;
[0014]

FIGS. 7A-7B illustrate an external vieW of a Wire

less mobile phone 200a, incorporated With the visualiZation
teachings of the present invention, in accordance With one

embodiment;
[0015] FIGS. 8A-8B illustrate an exposed vieW of Wireless
mobile phone 200b, in accordance With an alternate embodi
ment;
[0016] FIG. 9 illustrates an internal component vieW of
Wireless mobile phone 200, in accordance With one embodi
ment; and
[0017] FIG. 10 illustrates an internal component vieW of
an “active” version of interchangeable “cover”821, in accor
dance With one embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0018] The present invention provides for cooperative and
synchroniZed display of one or more luminescent images by
a community of Wireless mobile devices such as Wireless

mobile phones. In the description to folloW, for purposes of
explanation, various details are set forth in order to facilitate

a thorough understanding of the present invention. HoWever,
the present invention may be practiced Without some or

[0006] In fact, given the Widespread availability of Wire
less mobile clients, both manufacturers and service provid
ers alike are continually being pressured to improve the
features available and services offered to users through their
Wireless mobile clients. In particular, as the number of

Wireless mobile clients including mobile phones used by

many of the speci?c details. In other instances, in order not
to obscure the present invention, Well-knoWn features are

omitted, simpli?ed or merely brie?y described.
[0019] The description Will be presented using terms that
are commonly employed by those skilled in the art of

entertainment based mobile applications and even games
also continues to increase. Even though manufacturers and

Wireless mobile communications to convey the substance of
their Work to others skilled in the same art. Examples of
these terms include but are not limited to transmitting,

service providers continue to improve such offerings, a
greater number of features and improved functionality none

skilled in the art of Wireless mobile communications Would

non-professionals continues to increase, the demand for

theless remains desirable.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0007] The present invention is illustrated by Way of
example and not by Way of limitation in the ?gures of the
accompanying draWings, in Which like references indicate
similar elements and in Which:

[0008] FIGS. 1 (A-D) illustrate an overvieW of the present
invention, in accordance With various embodiments;

receiving, determining, requesting, and so forth. As those

appreciate, these quantities may take the form of electrical,
magnetic, or optical signals, and the operations involve

corresponding processing of these signals by electrical,
magnetic, or optical components.
[0020]

The terms “Wireless communication device” and

“Wireless mobile client” are interchangeably used herein to
refer to a class of electronic communications devices that
enable a user to receive, and in some cases transmit, elec

tronic communications signals including both analog and
digital communications signals. Such Wireless communica
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tion devices include, but are not limited to Wireless mobile

telephones and land-line telephones, pagers, Walkie-talkies,
personal digital assistants, and so forth.
[0021] The term “Wireless mobile phone” as used herein
refers to the class of telephone devices equipped to enable a
user to make and receive calls Wirelessly, notwithstanding

luminescent image at time T1, but may each then display the
?rst luminescent pattern at time T2. Thus, by varying the
luminescent patterns displayed by a group of Wireless
mobile clients over time, a sense of motion may be imparted
to a croWd or audience.

[0025]

CroWd patterns may originate from a number of

sources both static and dynamic. For eXample, a number of

the user’s movement, as long as the user is Within the
communication reach of a “service or base station”. Unless

pre-programmed croWd patterns (or luminescent patterns)

speci?cally eXcluded, the term “Wireless mobile phone” is to
include the analog subclass as Well as the digital subclass (of

static memory) for later display in cooperation With addition

all signaling protocols).
[0022]

Various operations Will be described as multiple

discrete steps in turn, in a manner that is most helpful in

may be stored in one or more Wireless mobile clients (eg in

Wireless mobile clients. Alternatively, one or more dynamic
sources may be utiliZed to facilitate generation of one or
more croWd patterns. For eXample, a video camera could be
used in association With communication server 102 to cap

understanding the present invention. HoWever, the order of

ture image sequences to be displayed as one or more croWd

description should not be construed as to imply that these

operations are necessarily order dependent. In particular,

patterns. Communication server 102 Would process
sequences of video images received from the video camera

these operations need not be performed in the order of
presentation. Furthermore, the phrase “in one embodiment”
Will be repeatedly employed in the description to folloW. In
general, the phrase does not refer to the same embodiment,

transmitted as luminescent patterns to individual Wireless
mobile clients based upon their location. The devices Would

although in some instances it may.
[0023]

Reference is noW made to FIG. 1A, Where an

overvieW of the present invention is illustrated. As shoWn,
communication server 102 is communicatively coupled to

an subdivide each image into portions that may then be

then display each respective portion such that the croWd
pattern resembles the original video image. CroWd patterns
may approximate a Wide variety of other visual queues

including stage light shoWs, “screen savers”, color organs
and so forth.

Wireless mobile clients 108 via Wireless transmission net
Work 104. Wireless transmission netWork 104 is intended to
represent a broad category of Wireless and Wireline trans
mission netWorks to provide Wireless communication capa

Wireless mobile client essentially forms a constituent por
tion, or “picture element” of the larger croWd pattern. In one

bilities, and optionally telephony capabilities, to Wireless

play luminescent patterns via one or more light emitting

mobile clients 108. Wireless transmission netWork 104 may

devices (LED) disposed on or Within or connected to each

consist of one or more communication netWorks employing

respective Wireless mobile client. As used herein, the terms
“light emitting device” and “LED” generally refer to a

one or more signaling protocols, including, but not limited

to, code division multiple access (CDMA), time division
multiple access (TDMA), global system for mobile commu

[0026] Each luminescent pattern displayed by a single
embodiment, Wireless mobile clients 108 cooperatively dis

device or component equipped to illuminate to form one or

nications (GSM), cellular digital packet data (CDPD), and

more constituent portions of a luminescent pattern. LEDs
may include, but are not limited to devices such as light

so forth. Each such communication netWork may further be
comprised of one or more transmitters, receivers, relays,

one embodiment, LEDs may include multicolor LEDs to

base stations, and so forth, depending e.g. upon the imple
mentation and physical separation betWeen communication
server 102 and Wireless transmission netWork 104.

[0024]

Wireless mobile clients 108 are collocated With one

another at venue 106 and represent various ones of a class

of Wireless mobile client devices including, but not limited
to Wireless mobile phones, palm-top computers such as a

personal digital assistant (PDA), tWo-Way pagers, and so
forth. Venue 106 is illustrated to represent a stadium
equipped to hold tens, hundreds, thousands, or even hun
dreds of thousands of people or “users” furnished With
Wireless mobile client devices. In one embodiment of the

present invention, participating ones of Wireless mobile
clients 108, With support from communication server 102,
display luminescent patterns that cooperatively combine to
form an audience assisted luminescent image (hereinafter
referred to as a “croWd pattern”). In another embodiment,
select ones of Wireless mobile clients 108 cooperatively

display sequences of synchroniZed croWd patterns to convey
a sense of motion or luminescent animation. For eXample, a

?rst group of Wireless mobile clients 108 in a ?rst location
may each display a ?rst luminescent pattern at a time
interval T1 and a second luminescent pattern at a time
interval T2, Whereas a second group of Wireless mobile
clients 108 in a second location may not display any

emitting diodes and components such as backlit displays. In

enhance the variety of patterns and imagery conveyed
through the luminescent patterns. The greater the number of
Wireless mobile clients that participate in displaying a par

ticular croWd pattern, the greater the density and correspond
ing resolution of the croWd pattern. The loWer the number of
Wireless mobile clients that participate in displaying a par

ticular croWd pattern, the loWer the density and correspond
ing resolution of the croWd pattern. For eXample, if 10,000
Wireless mobile clients each use a backlit display as a

light-emitting device in the display of a croWd pattern, the
equivalent resolution could be said to be 10,000 picture
elements. HoWever, if each Wireless mobile client Were to

contain 10 light emitting diodes as a light-emitting device in
the display of a croWd pattern, the equivalent resolution
could be said to be 100,000 picture elements. Generally, the
greater the resolution, the more realistic an animation or
video sequence may appear.

[0027] In accordance With one embodiment of the inven
tion, each of the picture elements of the croWd pattern to be
displayed correspond to and are determined based upon the
associated Wireless mobile client’s positioning relative to its
location Within venue 106 or relative to the location of other
Wireless mobile clients 108, or both. In one embodiment,
select ones of Wireless mobile clients 108 each only receive

a location-speci?c luminescent pattern to be cooperatively
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displayed by the selected Wireless mobile clients in asso

drivers (eg for controlling the input keypad and the visual

ciation With other Wireless mobile clients collocated at
venue 106 to visually convey the larger croWd pattern. In an
alternative embodiment, Wireless mobile clients 108 may

various applications (eg dial list, call log, and so forth), and
an optional broWser (eg for accessing the

receive multiple constituent portions of a given croWd
pattern or even an entire croWd pattern (i.e. including

luminescent patterns to be displayed by other Wireless
mobile clients), and determine Which constituent portion or
portions of the croWd pattern are to be displayed by a given
Wireless mobile client. In one embodiment, communication
server 102 transmits instructions to Wireless mobile clients
108 that alloW a given one of Wireless mobile clients 108 to

determine its respective portion of the croWd pattern to be

display), system services (eg graphics and audio services),

[0032]

The number of LEDs 214 to be employed as Well

as the manner in Which they may be arranged are embodi
ment or con?guration dependent. In one embodiment, a
single column of LEDs 214 disposed on a side surface of

Wireless mobile phone 200 (as illustrated by FIG. 7A) is
employed. In another embodiment, a collection of LEDs

214“integrally” arranged around or under the input keys of
Wireless mobile phone 200 (as illustrated by FIG. 8A) or a

displayed.

collection of LEDs 214“integrally” arranged on or around an

[0028] In a further embodiment of the invention, select
ones of Wireless mobile clients 108 each synchronously
display a sequence of luminescent patterns in cooperation
With others of Wireless mobile clients 108 to visually convey

a further embodiment, an LED in the form of a backlit

an animated croWd pattern or sequence of patterns. In

accordance With various embodiments of the invention,
communication server 102 facilitates the synchroniZation of
luminescent displays betWeen Wireless mobile clients 108
participating in the display of one or more animated croWd

patterns. FIGS. 1(B-D) together illustrate an exemplary

antenna of Wireless mobile phone 200 may be employed. In

display is employed to provide cooperative luminescent
displays. In yet another embodiment, the LEDs may be
disposed Within a Wireless client device having a translucent
or transparent case such that When activated, light shone
from the LEDs are perceivable through the case. In general,
more variations, patterns and manners of visualiZation may
be effectuated if more LEDs 214 are employed. HoWever,
for each embodiment or con?guration, the number of LEDs
214 employable may be constrained by cost, as Well as by

animation of a croWd pattern at various stages in time. FIG.
1B represents a ?rst illumination pattern corresponding to a

the spatial limitations imposed by the physical dimension

?rst time frame, Whereas FIGS. 1C and 1D illustrate second
and third illumination patterns corresponding to second and
third time frames of the animation, respectively. In the
exemplary animation of FIGS. 1(B-D), a ?rst set of Wireless

embodiment/con?guration of Wireless mobile phone 200.

mobile clients (110) are shoWn illuminating their respective
LEDs in a ?rst color (e.g. red), and a second set of Wireless

mobile clients (112) are shoWn illuminating their respective
LED’s in a second color (e.g. yelloW), to simulate a ‘Wave’

traversing the stadium.
[0029] Reference is noW draWn to FIG. 2, Wherein a block
diagram illustrating a functional vieW of one embodiment of

a Wireless mobile phone incorporating the teachings of the
present invention, is shoWn. As illustrated, Wireless mobile
phone 200 is provided With a number of light emitting
devices (“LEDs”) 214, and visualiZer 202 including visual
iZation controller 212. For the illustrated embodiment, visu
aliZer 202 also includes client visualiZation agent 204.
[0030] LEDs 214 are employed by visualiZer 202 to
effectuate visualiZation of various luminescent patterns to
enhance and supplement a user’s experience in using Wire
less mobile phone 200. More speci?cally, the desired visu
aliZations are effectuated by visualiZation controller 212

selectively activating and de-activating selected ones of
LEDs 214 in selected manners, as requested by the request
ers it serves, such as client based visualiZation agent 204 and

and the number of other features included With the particular

[0033]

In one embodiment LEDs 214 represent light emit

ting diodes, Which may be preferred for their relatively loW
poWer consumption and compactness in siZe. Together, these
attributes alloW a greater number of individually illuminable
light sources to be employed. In turn, the greater number of
illuminable sources alloWs more variations in the manner the

illuminable light sources may be arranged and disposed.

HoWever, in alternate embodiments, other light sourcing
elements may also be employed for the practice of the
present invention. Accordingly, the term “LEDs” as used
herein and in the claims are to be broadly construed, and
given its conventional meaning as Well as an expansive

meaning including light sourcing elements With like
attributes.

[0034] As described earlier, visualiZation controller 212 is
employed to perform the earlier described selective activa
tion and deactivation of selected ones of LEDs 214 in
selected manners to visually convey the luminescent imag
ery of the present invention. For the illustrated embodiment,

visualiZation agent 204 is responsible for invoking visual
iZation controller 212 to direct the activations and deacti
vations of LEDs 214 to achieve the desired visualiZation for

a corresponding luminescent pattern. More speci?cally,
visualiZation agent 204 is responsible for invoking visual

one or more complimentary server based visualiZation

iZation controller 212 to direct LEDs 214 to effectuate visual

agents.

conveyance of various luminescent patterns.

[0031] Beside LEDs 214 and visualiZer 202, for the illus
trated embodiment, Wireless mobile phone 200 also includes
other hardWare and softWare components 222 and 224.
Other hardWare components 222 include, in particular, a

[0035]

For the illustrated embodiment, visualiZer control

for entering data and commands, a visual display for dis

ler 212 advantageously offers at least tWo manners in Which
a visualiZation agent may request a visualiZation operation
or operations to be performed. These tWo manners include a
?rst manner Where a singular round of activation and
deactivation of LEDs 214 may be requested, and a second

playing information for the user, and a transceiver for

manner Where a number of rounds or sequences of activation

sending and receiving signals Wirelessly. Other softWare
components 224 include, in particular, corresponding device

requested via a single request.

microprocessor for processing instructions, an input keypad

and deactivation of LEDs 214 may be simultaneously
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[0036] In one embodiment, the ?rst manner is requested
via a function call to visualization controller 212, providing
visualization controller 212 With the identi?ers of LEDs 214
to be activated, as Well as optional durations of activation.
For this embodiment, all other unspeci?ed LEDs 214 are
assumed to remain deactivated. In an alternate embodiment,
visualiZation agent 204 may send commands to visualiZation
controller 212 at regular or irregular intervals With each

command including a speci?cation stipulating Whether each

porating the teachings of the present invention. As illus
trated, in accordance With the present invention, communi
cation server 300 includes server visualiZation agent 304

providing registration services 305, pattern selection ser
vices 306, and synchroniZation services 307. Communica
tion server 300 further includes visualiZation con?guration

records 310 and transmit/receive interface 312. Although
communication server 300 may include additional func
tional elements such as an operating system, various device

LED is to be set to on or off. In alternate embodiments,

drivers and additional system services, these elements have

group speci?cations in particular, an “ALL” LED group may

been omitted from the illustrated embodiment for the pur

be advantageously supported. Additionally, in various

pose of clarity.
[0040] In accordance With the teachings of the present

embodiments, the intensity or brightest of each LED may be
speci?ed (e. g. by Way of an intensity/brightness index in the

range eg of 0 through 16). Further, for multi-colored LEDs,
the color may be speci?ed.
[0037] In one embodiment, the second manner is
requested via a function call to visualiZation controller 212,
providing visualiZation controller 212 With a pointer to a

starting location in the included memory of Wireless mobile
phone 200, Where a data structure containing a series of
rounds or cycles of activation and deactivation speci?cations
is stored. The function call, in addition to the pointer, also
includes the siZe of the data structure. In alternate embodi
ments, a predetermined end of structure demarcation may be
employed, in lieu of a siZe speci?cation. In other embodi
ments, visualiZation controller 212 may be given an encoded
set of instructions used to produce visualiZation picture
elements for one or more round/cycle (i.e. “Frame”). For
each frame of activation and deactivation, the LEDs to be
turned on and off are identi?ed. For example, for a roW of
eight LEDs, the LEDs to be turned on and off for a round or

cycle may be speci?ed by the “vector”[01010111] With “0”
denoting an “off” state and “1” denoting an “on” state. In
alternate embodiments, other manners of speci?cation as
Well as other manners of providing the speci?cation may be

employed instead. Further, as before, the intensity/bright

invention, communication server 300 facilitates the display
of one or more luminescent patterns by participating ones of
Wireless mobile devices 108. In one embodiment, commu
nication server 300 identi?es Which of Wireless mobile
clients 108 are to participate in the display of one or more

luminescent croWd patterns, and Which picture elements are
to be displayed by each of the participating ones of Wireless
mobile clients 108. In one embodiment, communication
server 300 determines Which constituent luminescent pat
tern(s) of the larger croWd pattern are to be transmitted to the
participating ones of Wireless mobile clients 108. Such a
determination may be made e.g. based upon the relative
location of the participating Wireless mobile clients 108 as
determined With respect to the location of other Wireless
mobile clients, or With respect to a ?xed location Within a
given venue. In another embodiment, communication server
300 may transmit an entire croWd pattern to one or more

Wireless mobile clients leaving the responsibility of lumi
nescent pattern selection up to the individual Wireless
mobile client. By doing so, communication server is freed

from the processing requirements associated With determin
ing Which one or more constituent luminescent pattern(s) are

to be displayed by a given Wireless mobile client.
[0041] Registration services 305 are responsible for iden

ness as Well as color (in the case of multi-color LEDs) may

tifying Which one or more Wireless mobile clients are to

be speci?ed.

participate in the luminescent display of one or more croWd

[0038] The above-described approaches are just tWo
exemplary approaches Where a visualiZation agent may
request visualiZation controller 212 to selectively activate
and deactivate LEDs 214 on its behalf. Further in the

illustrated embodiment, visualiZation agent 204 is provided
to facilitate the conveyance of the desired visualiZations,
such that the desired visualiZations may be achieved Without
requiring or merely requiring a relatively small amount of
modi?cations to the main line logic or operational compo
nents of Wireless mobile phone 200. HoWever, in embodi
ments Where the earlier described “request” interface of
visualiZation controller 212 is practiced, the visualiZation
services offered by visualiZation controller 212 may also be

directly invoked by the other components of Wireless mobile
phone 200 instead, should direct incorporation of the
required logic into these other components of Wireless
mobile phone 200 to practice the present invention be
desirable. Thus, generically, a visualiZation requester,
Whether it is an “intervening” agent like visualiZation agent
204 or a functional “principal” (such as the component

responsible for incoming call noti?cation), may be referred
to as a visualiZation “client”.

[0039]

FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a functional

vieW of one embodiment of a communication server incor

patterns, and to store identi?ers for each such participating
Wireless mobile client in eg visualiZation con?guration
records 310. In accordance With one embodiment of the

invention, visualiZation agent 304 provides interactive voice
response services, Which may be responsive to voice and/or
DTMF tones supplied by users of Wireless mobile clients. In
such an embodiment, users of Wireless mobile clients 108
may call a generic dial number associated With communi
cation server 300 to register himself or herself as partici
pating in the display of one or more croWd patterns. User

registration may be accomplished eg by the user reacting to
voice prompts guiding the user through a call tree until an
appropriate selection has been made. For example, a user

may be able to enter an event code (eg ‘126’) representing

the related event (and by association, the venue), Which is
then associated With a user-speci?c identi?er. In one

embodiment, the user-speci?c identi?er is the dial number
associated With the user’s Wireless mobile client, Which may
be obtained through eg a dialed number identi?cation
service (DNIS). In other embodiments, users of Wireless
mobile clients 108 may register as participating in the
display of one or more croWd patterns via one or more

packet-based Wireless technologies such as the Web access
protocol
messages, as Well as through short message

service (SMS) messages, for example.
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[0042] Once the user has been identi?ed to communica
tion server 300, the user may continue by providing the
user’s location to communication server 300. For example,
the user may provide their respective venue seating infor
mation (i.e. section number, roW number, seat number and so
forth) to communication server 300, Which is further stored
in visualization con?guration records 310 in association

With the user-speci?c identi?er. In other embodiments,
users’ locations may be determined by positional systems
such as GPS that are based on triangulation. HoWever,
location information Will be only as accurate as is alloWed

by the particular positional system based upon technological
limitations as Well as any arti?cial accuracy limitations that
may be imposed by a group such as eg the Government or

military. In an alternative embodiment, rather than calling a
generic dial number to register as a participating user, users

may call an event-speci?c dial number pre-associated With
a particular event and/or venue. Accordingly, the user may
not be required to provide an event and/or venue speci?c

code When registering With communication server 300.
[0043] In certain embodiments, the communication ses
sion established betWeen a Wireless mobile client and com
munication server 300 is terminated once the user has

registered their identity (and perhaps location) With the

during registration, feedback from the Wireless mobile cli
ent, and so forth. In one embodiment, representations of
constituent luminescent patterns are stored Within visualiZa

tion con?guration records 310 for retrieval and transmission
to one or more Wireless mobile clients 108.

[0045]

From time to time, it may be desirable to synchro

niZe one or more luminescent patterns to be displayed by

multiple Wireless mobile clients, or sequences of lumines
cent patterns to be displayed by one or more Wireless mobile
clients. For example, to impart a sense of animation Within
a given croWd pattern, the same luminescent pattern or

sequence of patterns may be displayed by differently located
groups of Wireless mobile clients at differing times (i.e.

synchroniZed by location). Accordingly, it is possible to
visually convey a croWd pattern in the form of an animation
or a Word that is displayed e.g. letter by letter rather than the

entire Word appearing in its entirety at a single point in time.
Synchronization services 307 of communication server 300

facilitate such luminescent pattern synchroniZation amongst
one or more Wireless mobile clients.

[0046]

In one embodiment of the present invention, syn

chroniZation services 307 transmit the current time and a
start time to each Wireless mobile client for each sequence

embodiments, the communication session established

of luminescent patterns to be displayed. Additionally, a
delay time may be included that speci?es an amount of time
that a Wireless mobile client is to delay betWeen the display
of one luminescent pattern and the neXt. For eXample,

betWeen a Wireless mobile client and communication server

communication server 300 may transmit a sequence of ten

communication server, and the appropriate one or more

luminescent patterns have been received by the Wireless
mobile client from the communication server. In other

300 is sustained for a longer duration. In one embodiment,
the communication sessions betWeen communication server
300 and Wireless mobile clients 108 may be sustained for an
eXtended duration such that communication server 300 may
periodically transmit neW patterns or sequences to the
croWd. For eXample, communication server 300 may trans
mit a single pattern every 1/10 of a second in order to maintain

synchroniZation betWeen Wireless mobile clients 108 and
communication server 300. In other embodiments, the com
munication sessions betWeen communication server 300 and
Wireless mobile clients 108 may be sustained for an

eXtended duration to alloW for further interaction (i.e. feed

luminescent patterns to each Wireless mobile client partici
pating in one or more croWd patterns. Included With the
sequence, or subsequent to the sequence, Would be a time at

Which each respective Wireless mobile client should begin
the display of the sequence of luminescent patterns as Well
as a duration (e.g. 0.1 sec) for Which each respective
Wireless mobile client is to delay before displaying the neXt
luminescent pattern included Within the sequence of pat

terns. The delay duration may vary by device, and the
amount of delay time that elapses betWeen the display of one
luminescent pattern and the neXt need not be constant as
each pattern may be associated With its oWn measure of

back) betWeen the user and the communication server. More

delay. Furthermore, the delay durations may be determined

speci?cally, participating (i.e. registered) users Within a

based upon one or more factors/properties including the

given venue may be verbally solicited With a question that
is posed to the croWd via the public address system or

previous/next) client device. Accordingly, the perceived

through the one or more Wireless mobile clients. In response,
the communication server may then transmit one or more

luminescent patterns to the responding Wireless mobile
clients based upon the users’ respective responses to the
questions. For eXample, spectators at a sporting event may
be asked trivia questions about a player or sport team, or the
spectators may be encouraged to make as much noise as
possible. In response to the ansWers provided by users, or
level of noise created by the croWd (eg on a section-by
section basis or and individual basis), communication server

300 Would provide an appropriate luminescent pattern for

distance betWeen a given client device and another (e.g.
motion of the overall image may remain constant, or alter
natively, the perceived motion may accelerate or decelerate
if desired.

[0047] In another embodiment, synchroniZation services
307 periodically broadcast timing signals that are spaced
apart over a stipulated interval such as eg 0.1 seconds. The

timing signals need not be transmitted using the same
transport medium as the luminescent patterns. In one

embodiment, the timing signals are transmitted over Radio
Frequency (RF) via a loW-poWer radio transmitter located at
the venue, Whereas the luminescent patterns are distributed

display by each respective Wireless mobile client.
[0044] Referring once again to FIG. 3, pattern selection

via a packet-based transport. In other embodiments, the
luminescent patterns and timing signals are transmitted

services 306 assists in determining Which luminescent pat

using the same transport medium. When a Wireless mobile
client having received a sequence of luminescent patterns

tern or patterns are to be transmitted to Wireless mobile

clients 108. The patterns to be transmitted to a given Wireless
mobile client may be determined based upon one or more

criteria including, but not limited to venue identi?cation,
event type, Wireless mobile client location, dial number used

also receives such a timing signal, the Wireless mobile client
displays the neXt luminescent pattern in the sequence. In
order to address the issue of Wireless mobile clients becom
ing unsynchroniZed due to one or more clients missing one
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or more timing signals (e.g. due to a temporary loss of

service), each timing signal may include a sequence number
corresponding to one luminescent pattern in the sequence of
patterns. Accordingly, if a Wireless mobile client misses one
or more timing signals, the client can skip the display of the

luminescent pattern(s) corresponding to the missed sig

nal(s).
[0048] In yet another embodiment, synchroniZation ser
vices 307 of communication server 300 may provide syn

codes Within an “active” skin. Once obtained, the client
identi?er is stored in association With the locator reference
code for subsequent transmission of one or more lumines

cent patterns (i.e. as indicated by display pattern ?eld 408)
to the Wireless mobile client. If an event-speci?c dial num
ber is used to access the voice response system rather than

a generic dial number being used, event code ?eld 402 may
be omitted. LikeWise, if an event-speci?c Web interface is
utiliZed, event code ?eld 402 may similarly be omitted.

chroniZation data including data to indicate delays betWeen

[0053]

luminescent displays as Well as a benchmark synchroniZa
tion signal to indicate Where Within a display sequence a

containing control vector ?eld 410. In accordance With one
embodiment, data Within control vector ?eld 410 is pre
stored as representations of luminescent patterns to be
displayed, either independently or in sequence as an anima

Wireless mobile client should be With respect to its progress.
If the Wireless mobile client Were to fall behind (or to speed

up) With respect to the speci?ed delay and/or display times,
the Wireless mobile client may rely upon the benchmark

FIG. 4B illustrates a data organiZation further

tion. For example, if a prede?ned luminescent pattern iden
ti?ed by the numeral “1” is to be displayed (e.g. as indicated

synchroniZation signal for timing adjustment purposes.

by pattern display ?eld 408), communication server 300

[0049]

niZations suitable for use to store various visualiZation

performs a lookup to determine control codes needed to
effectuate the desired luminescent patterns. In FIG. 4B, the

con?guration related information for practicing the present

control codes are illustrated as a group of binary “1”s and

FIGS. 4A-4C illustrate various example data orga

invention, in accordance With one embodiment. More spe

ci?cally, FIGS. 4A-4C represent data that may be provided
to a communication server by a Wireless mobile client

during a registration process, as Well as data representations
of one or more luminescent patterns pre-de?ned Within
communication server 300.

[0050] FIG. 4A illustrates a data organiZation containing
event code ?eld 402, locator reference ?eld 404, client
identi?er ?eld 406 and display pattern ?eld 408. As

“0”s With “0” denoting an “off” state and x1” denoting an

“on” state for the light emitting devices (e.g. LEDs) of a
Wireless mobile client. Depending upon implementation,
the control vector may indicate operating states and
intensities for single color or multicolor LEDs.

[0054] Lastly, FIG. 4C illustrates another data organiZa
tion shoWing that not only may the luminescent patterns to

be displayed vary by event (as shoWn in FIG. 4B), but the
luminescent patterns to be displayed may also vary by

use in association With an interactive voice response service

location of the Wireless mobile device. The luminescent
patterns may also vary according to other criteria, such as
the capabilities of the device (e.g. as discovered during a
previous negotiation period With a server or in real-time by
transmitting several instruction sets and having the device
choose the correct one) or What services/features the oWner
of the device has purchased, asked for, enabled, or otherWise

of the communication server accessible to one or more

passively or actively selected.

described above, event code ?eld 402 identi?es a particular
event and/or venue to a communication server, Whereas

client identi?er ?eld 406 identi?es a particular client to the
communication server. In accordance With one embodiment

of the invention, the data appearing in the table of FIG. 4A

(With the exception of client identi?er 406) is pre-stored for
Wireless mobile clients via a generic dial number. In alter
nate embodiments, the data appearing in the table of FIG.
4A is accessible to one or more Wireless mobile clients via
a Web interface and eg a speci?ed URL, as Well as other

non-voice related means. By calling the generic number for
example, Wireless mobile clients are prompted to identify an
event code, and optionally a locator reference to the system.

[0055]

FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary operational How of

one embodiment of the present invention. As illustrated in
FIG. 5, a Wireless mobile client device establishes a com
munication session With a communication server, block 502.

Once the Wireless mobile client is in communication With
the communication server, the Wireless mobile client regis
ters itself With the communication server, block 504. As

described above, Wireless mobile clients may each register

[0051] Either one or both of the event and locator refer
ence codes may be provided to users through eg an event
publication such as a brochure or ticket stub, or through a

With the communication server through entry of a client
speci?c identi?er such as a dial number associated With a

preprogrammed storage medium integrated With an inter
changeable covering of eg a Wireless mobile phone (also

particular Wireless mobile client. Alternatively, the commu
nication server may automatically determine client-speci?c
identi?ers.

referred as “active” skin for certain embodiments as

described eg in US. provisional patent application No.
60/306,326), Which When used in combination With a given
one of Wireless mobile clients 108, facilitates automatic
registration. In one embodiment, a user is granted the right
to doWnload/access data associated With the display of one
or more luminescent patterns by virtue of their paying the
admission price to an associated event and/or by purchasing
an identi?ed “active” skin.

[0052]

[0056]

Once a Wireless mobile client has registered With

the communication server, the communication server deter
mines a croWd image or animation to be displayed, block
505. Next, the communication server identi?es one or more

of the luminescent patterns that comprise the croWd image
for transmission to the particular Wireless mobile client,
block 506. Such a determination may be based upon one or
more criteria such as the location of Wireless mobile client

Upon providing such event and locator data to the

including venue and seating location, the overall croWd

communication server for example, the user may be
requested for a client identi?er, or the identi?er may be

pattern to be conveyed, as Well as the capabilities of the

obtained automatically through e.g. DNIS or via embedded

communication server may store data representing a hard

particular Wireless mobile client. More speci?cally, the
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Ware con?guration (e.g. amount of memory, number of

LEDs, single or multicolor LEDs, etc) for each Wireless
mobile client, and may determine Which luminescent pat
terns are to be transmitted and subsequently displayed by the
Wireless mobile client based at least in part upon the stored

[0060] FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary operational ?oW
performed by visualiZation controller 212 and visualiZation
agent 204 of Wireless mobile phone 200 to display one or
more luminescent patterns, in accordance With one embodi

ment. As illustrated, upon receipt of a request to selectively

hardWare con?guration. For example, if the communication

activate or deactivate selected ones of LEDs 214 in selected

server identi?es a particular Wireless mobile client as having
a certain memory capacity that is greater than an established
threshold, the communication server may opt to transmit a
sequence of luminescent patterns to the Wireless mobile
client rather than transmitting one luminescent pattern at a

manners, block 602, visualiZation controller 212 determines
if the request is of the ?rst type (i.e. a single round request

time. Such con?guration information may be provided to the
communication server in a number of Ways including by
Way of voice or DTMF input from a user.

type), or of the second type (i.e. the multiple rounds/cycles
request type), block 604. The distinction of the tWo types
may be explicitly speci?ed or implicitly inferred based at
least in part on the format and/or substance of the calling
parameters included With the function call. If the request is
determined to be of the ?rst type (i.e. a single round request
type), visualiZation controller 212 activates and/or deacti

[0057] Once the appropriate luminescent patterns have

vates selected ones of LEDs 214 as requested, block 605. If

been identi?ed, the communication server then transmits the
luminescent patterns to the Wireless mobile client, block
508. In the illustrated embodiment, the communication
server further includes synchroniZation information With the

the request is determined to be of the second type (i.e. a

luminescent patterns, block 510. The synchroniZation infor
mation serves to synchroniZe the cooperative display of one
or more luminescent patterns amongst multiple Wireless
mobile clients. Once a Wireless mobile client receives the
one or more luminescent patterns, the client displays the

luminescent pattern(s) to visually convey the larger croWd
pattern based upon any synchroniZation constraints that may
have been imposed by the communication server, block 512.

multiple round/cycle request type), after retrieving the
“speci?cation” for the activations/deactivations to be per
formed, block 606, visualiZation controller 212 activates
and/or deactivates selected ones of LEDs 214 as requested,

block 608. For a multiple round request, the activation/
deactivation operation of LEDs 214 of block 608 is itera
tively performed for a suf?cient number of times to achieve

the selective activation/deactivation requested.
[0061] Although the present invention has been described
herein as utiliZing a communication server to transmit

In accordance With the illustrated embodiment, if there are
additional patterns to be transmitted to the Wireless mobile

representations of the luminescent data to the Wireless

client (block 514), the Wireless mobile client continues to

may also be pre-provided With the Wireless mobile clients,

receive one or more additional luminescent patterns (block

or retrieved from a storage medium attached to or integrated
With a Wireless mobile client. In one embodiment, an

506) While the Wireless mobile client displays the one or

more original luminescent patterns (block 512) (described
further With respect to FIG. 6 beloW). If there are not any
additional patterns to be transmitted to the Wireless mobile

mobile clients, such luminescent pattern representations

interchangeable covering of eg a Wireless mobile phone
(“active skin”) may be used to provide such luminescent
pattern representations. In other embodiments, other devices

client, the next croWd image to be displayed is then deter

that the Wireless mobile clients are capable of communicat

mined, (block 505).

ing With may provide the luminescent representations, or the
representations may be entirely generated Within the Wire

[0058] Variations to the above-described operational How
are also contemplated. For example, if at block 506, the
communication server identi?es eg 100 patterns to be
transmitted to a Wireless mobile client, at block 508 the
communication server may transmit all 100 patterns.
Accordingly, at block 510, the communication server may

then identify (and transmit) synchroniZation information
that instructs the client to display each of the patterns at a
given interval such as eg 0.1 sec. Finally at block 514, the
communication server Would determine the next croWd

image to be displayed.
[0059] Additionally, in the event that the croWd image

less mobile clients.

[0062]

Having noW described the present invention from a

function vieW, in particular, the various relevant operational
?oWs, We turn noW to describe various exemplary embodi

ments for disposing and con?guring the various elements for
practicing the luminescent visualiZations of the present
invention. FIGS. 7A-7B illustrate an external vieW of a

Wireless mobile phone 200a, incorporated With the visual
iZation teachings of the present invention, in accordance
With one embodiment. More speci?cally, FIG. 7A illustrates
a side vieW of Wireless mobile phone 200a, Whereas FIG.
7B illustrates a front vieW of Wireless mobile phone 200a.

approximates a live video feed, or is representative of a tape

delayed video stream for example, the various luminescent

[0063]

patterns are determined at block 506 such that each lumi

lier, Wireless mobile phone 200a includes antenna 720,

For the illustrated embodiment, as alluded to ear

nescent pattern represents one still-image frame of the

speaker 722, visual display 724, input key pad 726 having

source video. At block 508, the communication server

input keys 728, microphone 730, and so forth. More impor

transmits all patterns to the client Where they are then

tantly, Wireless mobile phone 200a includes LEDs 714a

displayed (block 512) in accordance With any synchroniZa

disposed on a side exterior surface of the body of Wireless

tion information that may also be stipulated by the commu

mobile phone 200a. In alternate embodiments, LEDs 714a

nication server. In one embodiment of the invention, the
processes associated With blocks 506-514 are repeated in

may be disposed on or in other exterior surfaces of the body
of the Wireless mobile phone 200a instead. These other
exterior surfaces may include the top or bottom exterior
surface, and the front or back exterior surface. Note that by
virtue of the manner content is displayed in visual display

parallel for multiple sets of clients, Where those clients
receiving the same patterns and synchroniZation data repre
sent a set of clients.
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724, the exterior surfaces corresponding to the top, bottom,

ment. As illustrated, Wireless mobile phone 200 includes the

side, front and bottom surface are de?nitively de?ned.

earlier mentioned microprocessor 903, transmitter/receiver
(TX/RX) 913 (also knoWn as transceiver), and so forth,

[0064] For the illustrated embodiment, LEDs 714a are
disposed on the side exterior surface in a substantially

columnar manner, along imaginary longitudinal axis 711. In
alternate embodiments, LEDs 714a may be arranged in
other con?gurations, eg in multiples of even or uneven
roWs and/or columns. In one embodiment, LEDs 714a are

single colored LEDs of the same color. In alternate embodi
ments, they are single colored LEDs of different colors. In
various embodiments, every three single colored LEDs of
different colors (eg one Red, one Green, and one Blue) are

grouped, functionally forming multiple 3-LED groups to
facilitate manifestation of other non-basic colors, such as
orange, yelloW and so forth. In yet other embodiments, at
least some of LEDs 714a are multi-colored LEDs. A multi

colored LED is a LED that is capable of emitting light in a
selected subset of one or more of a plurality of colors.

[0065] FIGS. 8A-8B illustrate an exposed vieW of Wireless
mobile phone 200b, in accordance With an alternate embodi
ment. More speci?cally, FIG. 8A illustrates an exposed
front vieW of Wireless mobile phone 200b With its front
cover 821 removed, Whereas FIG. 8B illustrates an exposed
interior (or backside) vieW of front cover 821. Front cover
821 is also referred to as an interchangeable face plate.

coupled to each other as shoWn. Additionally, for the illus

trated embodiment, Wireless mobile phone 200 further

includes digital signal processor (DSP) 902, communication
interface 911, and general-purpose input/output (GPIO) 915,
coupled to each other and to the earlier described elements
as shoWn. Most importantly, Wireless mobile phone 200
includes LEDs 214 and non-volatile memory 910 having
visualiZer 202a stored therein.

[0070] In addition to the conventional functions per
formed by these elements, the elements are employed to

practice the visualiZation teachings of the present invention
earlier described. In particular, among the conventional
functions, it is expected that TX/RX 913 may support one or

more signaling protocols, including, but not limited to, code
division multiple access (CDMA), time division multiple
access (TDMA), global system for mobile communications
(GSM), cellular digital packet data (CDPD), and so forth.
Similarly, communication interface 911 may support one or

more serial, parallel and/or Wireless communication proto
cols.

[0071]

In alternate embodiments, other elements may be

added or one or more of the illustrated elements omitted,

Without departing from the spirit and scope of the present
[0066]

Similar to the embodiments of FIGS. 7A-7B, Wire

less mobile phone 200b includes speaker 822, visual display
824, input keys 828, microphone 830, and so forth. In one
implementation, Wireless mobile phone 200b further
includes a radio (not shoWn). Correspondingly, front cover

(face plate) 821 has “opening”823 for speaker 822, “open
ing”825 for visual display 824, “opening”827 for input keys
828, “opening”829 for microphone 830, and so forth.

[0067] More importantly, Wireless mobile phone 200b
includes LEDs 714b disposed on the interior front surface of

Wireless mobile phone 200b, near or around input keys 828.
With front cover (face plate) 821 in place, LEDs 714b

appear to be integrally disposed With input keys 828. In
other Words, for the illustrated embodiment, LEDs 714b are
disposed and con?gured as an array of light sources. Similar
to the embodiment of FIGS. 7A-7B, LEDs 714b may be
single colored LEDs of the same or different color. Every
three different color single colored LED, such as one Red,
one Green and one Blue, may be grouped to form groups of
LEDs as earlier described. In alternate embodiments, at least
some of LEDs 714b may be multi-colored LEDs.

[0068] As Will be described in more detail beloW, front
cover (face plate) 821 may be an “active” front cover/face
plate having an electronic component Wherein all or portions
of the visualiZation teachings of the present invention are

implemented. In particular, in various embodiments,
“active” front cover (face plate) 821 is an “active” covering
“skin” covering all or a portion of the body of Wireless
mobile phone 200b. For these embodiments, instead of
being disposed and con?gured on the interior front surface
of Wireless mobile phone 200b, LEDs 714b may be disposed
on the exterior surface of the “active” interchangeable front
cover (face plate) or covering “skin” instead as described

eg in US. provisional patent application No. 60/306,326.
[0069] FIG. 9 illustrates an internal component vieW of
Wireless mobile phone 200, in accordance With one embodi

invention. Also, some or all of these elements may be
present in a separate detachable device that communicates
With the Wireless mobile clients via an electrical or optical

signaling protocol.
[0072] FIG. 10 illustrates an internal component vieW of
an “active” version of interchangeable “cover”821, in accor
dance With one embodiment. As illustrated, “active” inter

changeable “cover”821 includes in particular, electronic
component 1020. For the illustrated embodiment, inter
changeable “cover”821 also includes LEDs 214 (disposed
and con?gured on an exterior surface).

[0073] In one embodiment, electronic component 1020 is
a memory device, eg a subscriber identity module (SIM).
In alternate embodiments, it may be a microprocessor hav
ing embedded memory. For these embodiments, at least
visualiZation agent 204 is stored in the embedded memory.
In various embodiments, the entire visualiZer 1102, includ
ing visualiZation controller 212, as Well as agent 204 is
stored in the embedded memory. In other Words, for these

embodiments, the visualiZation ability is additionally pro
vided or partially provided to Wireless mobile phone 200
through the employment of an “active” interchangeable

“cover”821 (i.e. face plate or covering skin), having embed
ded electronic component 1020 including all or a portion of
visualiZer 202b.

[0074] Thus, it can be seen from the above description,
methods and apparatuses for supplementing Wireless mobile
communications With visualiZation of various luminescent
patterns to improve communication and entertainment value
have been described. As mentioned earlier, While the present
invention has been described in terms of the above-illus
trated embodiments, the present invention is not limited to
the embodiments described. The present invention can be

practiced With modi?cation and alternation Within the spirit
and scope of the appended claims. For example, predeter
mined luminescent patterns may be pre-provided, doWn

